Imperialism Crossword
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Across
1. Conflict led by a Chinese secret society to expel foreigners from China
2. controlled a large area of India & treated it as a private colony.
3. wanted to string telegraph wire from Cape Town to Cairo
4. Mutiny that was harshly crushed by the British in India
5. Gave British extra territorial privileges in China
6. connected Europe to Asia by connecting the Mediterranean and Red Seas
7. country in west Africa that avoided European domination through its strong ties with the US
8. British governmental policy of segregating the races in South Africa
9. Regime in Japan during its modernization
10. the meeting of European countries that established ground rules for acquiring land in Africa
11. Conflict between two Asian powers
12. poem by Rudyard Kipling about European Imperialism in the late 1800s
13. Demand for this in Europe led to the slaughter of African elephants
14. Taken by Japan
15. first Indian nationalist party founded in the mid 1800s
16. united the Zulu nation
17. Ethiopian ruler who defeated the Italians
18. Chinese conflict when Britain refused to stop sending drugs to China
19. began trading in the Congo in the 1600s
20. US naval officer who convinced Japan to open its ports for trade
21. Dutch farmers in South Africa

Down
1. Downstream
2. controlled a large area of India & treated it as a private colony.
3. wanted to string telegraph wire from Cape Town to Cairo
4. Mutiny that was harshly crushed by the British in India
5. Gave British extra territorial privileges in China
6. connected Europe to Asia by connecting the Mediterranean and Red Seas
7. country in west Africa that avoided European domination through its strong ties with the US
8. British governmental policy of segregating the races in South Africa
9. Regime in Japan during its modernization
10. the meeting of European countries that established ground rules for acquiring land in Africa
11. Conflict between two Asian powers
12. poem by Rudyard Kipling about European Imperialism in the late 1800s
13. Demand for this in Europe led to the slaughter of African elephants
14. Taken by Japan
15. first Indian nationalist party founded in the mid 1800s
16. united the Zulu nation
17. Ethiopian ruler who defeated the Italians
18. Chinese conflict when Britain refused to stop sending drugs to China
19. began trading in the Congo in the 1600s
20. US naval officer who convinced Japan to open its ports for trade
21. Dutch farmers in South Africa